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a b s t r a c t

29We have calculated the lateral spread of the dose distribution of protons in liquid water by means of the
30SEICS (Simulation of Energetic Ions and Clusters through Solids) code, which properly accounts for the
31electronic stopping force (including energy-loss straggling), multiple elastic scattering with the target
32nuclei, dynamical electron charge-exchange processes and nuclear fragmentation reactions between
33the projectile and the nuclei of the target. Due to the multiple elastic scattering processes part of the
34proton energy may be deposited at a given lateral distance from the initial beam direction, which is quan-
35tified by the root mean square radius (rrms). We find in our simulations that the rrms follows a parabolic
36dependence as a function of the depth in the target and the quotient between rrms at the Bragg peak and
37the depth of the Bragg peak is around 3% independently of the proton energy. A rather good agreement is
38obtained when comparing our results of rrms with experimental data and with other models.
39� 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V.
40

41

42

43 1. Introduction

44 Radiotherapy using high-energy ion beams (also called hadron
45 therapy) is one of the most promising techniques for those cancer
46 treatments where high precision is required. It is becoming
47 increasingly popular due to the precise way in which energetic ions
48 deliver their energy into the tumor area. This method offers signif-
49 icant advantages compared with conventional photon or electron
50 therapy, because it exhibits a superior ability to conform the dose
51 distributions to cancer volumes while the exposure of the healthy
52 surrounding tissues can be drastically reduced, which in turn may
53 result in a better local control of the disease and patient survival
54 [1–3].
55 In contrast to the depth-dose profile of photons and electrons,
56 the energy deposition pattern of ions is characterized by a low-
57 dose plateau at the entrance region, followed by a sharp dose
58 increase near the end of the ion range (the so-called Bragg peak)
59 and a well-defined fall-off with almost zero dose behind that peak.
60 Therefore, the possibility of delivering large and uniform dose dis-
61 tributions makes of ion beams a suitable technique for external

62radiation therapy in which the preservation of organs proximal
63to the target and the sparing of critical structures distal to the tar-
64get are crucial [4].
65In order to achieve high precision in hadron therapy treatment
66planning, a fundamental requisite is to predict with accuracy the
67ion depth-dose curves, as well as its radial distribution with
68respect to the incident beam direction. Therefore, it is necessary
69a precise description of the interaction of the incident projectile
70beam with biological targets, which will lead to a better three-
71dimensional characterization of the dose distributions in the
72patient’s organs. Among the type of particles used in hadron ther-
73apy, the most utilized are proton and carbon ion beams; in this
74work we will concentrate in proton beam cancer therapy.
75The evaluation of proton depth-dose distributions can be
76obtained by analytical methods or by Monte Carlo techniques.
77Several analytical and semi-analytical models have been proposed
78to calculate the dose delivered in different biomaterials. These
79depth-dose calculation algorithms have widely been used because
80of their simplicity and short calculation time [5–7], two relevant
81features for fast assessment of dose distribution and biological
82effects in treatment planning. However, these analytical calcula-
83tions do not always agree well with the measurement results, since
84they make a series of assumptions in order to simplify the calcula-
85tions [8]. On the other hand, Monte Carlo simulations are com-
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86 monly accepted as the most precise way to compute the proton
87 dose distributions in complex materials such as tissues of the
88 human body. This is because Monte Carlo methods can take into
89 account the physics of particle interactions with the target constit-
90 uents on an event-by-event basis using theoretical models or
91 experimental cross-section data for electromagnetic and nuclear
92 interactions, but in contrast they become very time consuming
93 and are difficult to use for routine treatment planning. Several
94 Monte Carlo approaches have been proposed, such as SHIELD-HIT
95 [9], PHITS [10], GEANT4 [11], FLUKA [12], KURBUC [13] or MCHIT
96 [14]. Monte Carlo calculations prove that proton dose distribution
97 not only depends on electromagnetic interactions with target elec-
98 trons, but also on nuclear interactions, such as fragmentation reac-
99 tions and multiple scattering interactions [14–16].

100 The aim of this work is to obtain accurate three-dimensional
101 proton depth-dose distributions by a detailed and realistic treat-
102 ment of the main processes between the incoming projectile and
103 the biological target. For that purpose we use the simulation code
104 SEICS (Simulation of Energetic Ions and Clusters through Solids)
105 [17,18] based on Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo techniques
106 to follow the trajectory of the projectiles through the target. The
107 main features of this code are outlined in Section 2. In our study,
108 monoenergetic proton pencil beams at therapeutic energies (up
109 to 250 MeV) traveling in liquid water, a common surrogate of liv-
110 ing tissues, are considered. The electronic stopping power and
111 the energy-loss straggling are accounted for realistically by using
112 the MELF–GOS methodology [19,20], which is based on a proper
113 description of the experimental electronic excitation spectrum of
114 the target. With the SEICS code we can map the energy deposited
115 in the target by the projectiles, both in the longitudinal and trans-
116 verse directions of the incident beam. In Section 3 we present
117 results of the root mean square radius (rmsr) of the proton beam
118 as a function of the depth in the target, which characterizes its lat-
119 eral dispersion due mainly to multiple elastic scattering with the
120 target nuclei. We find that the rmsr has a parabolic dependence
121 with the depth z in the target, and that its value at the Bragg peak
122 depth is always around 3% of this depth, irrespectively of the pro-
123 ton initial energy. For liquid water we obtain a simple dependence
124 with the incoming proton energy of the parameters entering in the
125 quadratic dependence of the rmsr with the depth. Our calculations
126 of the spread of the incoming proton beam with the depth are com-
127 pared with experimental data, resulting in a rather good agree-
128 ment. Finally, the conclusions of this work are summarized in
129 Section 4.

130 2. Simulation procedure

131 Consider a pencil proton beam consisting of monoenergetic par-
132 ticles, at energies of therapeutic interest around several hundred of
133 MeV, that initially travel in the z direction along a liquid water tar-
134 get. The incoming charged particles undergo electronic, atomic and
135 nuclear interactions. The dose delivered by the proton beam in the
136 biological medium is simulated by the SEICS code, which follows in
137 detail the trajectories of the protons in the target by solving their
138 equation of motion through a modification of the Verlet’s algo-
139 rithm to account for the relativistic velocity of the projectile
140 [17,18]. Therefore, when the projectile has an instantaneous posi-
141 tion~rðtÞ and velocity ~vðtÞ, and the force that acts on it is ~FðtÞ, the
142 projectile’s new position ~rðt þ DtÞ and velocity ~vðt þ DtÞ after a
143 time step Dt are given by the following expressions:
144

~rðt þ DtÞ ¼~rðtÞ þ~vðtÞDt þ
~FðtÞ
2M
ðDtÞ2½1� ðvðtÞ=cÞ2�

3=2
; ð1Þ146146

147

~vðt þ DtÞ ¼ ~vðtÞ þ
~FðtÞ þ~Fðt þ DtÞ

2M
Dt½1� ðvðtÞ=cÞ2�

3=2
; ð2Þ149149

150where M is the mass of the projectile and c is the speed of light. The
151force ~FðtÞ felt by the projectile is the electronic stopping force,
152which due to the stochastic nature of energy-loss interactions
153between it and the electrons of the medium is accounted for by a
154Gaussian distribution centered in the stopping power S with a var-
155iance depending on the energy-loss straggling X2, r2 = X2/(vDt). A
156Monte Carlo method is applied to randomly sample the force
157according to the following expression:
158

~F ¼ � Sþ Xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vDt
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 ln 11

q
cosð2p12Þ

� �
v̂ ð3Þ

160160

161where 11 and 12 are random numbers uniformly distributed
162between 0 and 1, and v̂ is the unit vector of the instantaneous pro-
163jectile velocity ~v . The input data of the SEICS code are the electronic
164stopping power S and the energy-loss straggling X2, which depend
165on the projectile charge and velocity, as well as on the target elec-
166tronic properties. These magnitudes are calculated within the
167dielectric formalism using a realistic electronic excitation spectrum
168of the target, which is evaluated by the MELF–GOS (Mermin Energy
169Loss Function–Generalized Oscillator Strength) model, where a fit-
170ting to the available optical experimental spectrum of the target
171is made [19,20]. The contribution of the projectile polarization
172due to the self-induced electric field in the target is also taken into
173account [21]. By using this methodology we obtain accurate values
174of S and X2, which agree very well for elemental and compound tar-
175gets when compared with experimental data, especially for protons
176in liquid water [18,22]. The mean excitation energy of the target is
177also calculated within this model, giving a value of 79.4 eV [23],
178which is employed to compute the stopping power at high proton
179energies through the analytical relativistic Bethe formula [24]. Note
180that the main difference in the predictions of the Bragg curve at
181clinical proton energies lies in the value used for the mean excita-
182tion energy for water [25]. The dynamical electron capture and loss
183processes between the projectile and the target electrons, as well as
184their associated energy loss, are taken into account by a Monte Car-
185lo procedure in the SEICS code, using the fractions of the charge
186states at the dynamical equilibrium [26].
187The statistical nature of the multiple elastic scattering between
188the projectile and the target nuclei is included in the simulation
189through a Monte Carlo scheme, in such a manner that provides
190the projectile scattering angle and the corresponding elastic energy
191loss at each collision. The probability to decide the type of target
192atom that undergoes an elastic collision with the projectile is taken
193proportional to the fractional contribution made by each atom to
194the total collision cross section. The scattering between the projec-
195tile and the target atom is described by a Thomas–Fermi Coulomb
196screened potential with the universal screening length [27]. Elastic
197collisions with atomic nuclei involving large impact parameters are
198much more probable than small impact parameter collisions,
199therefore each proton will undergo a large number of elastic inter-
200actions, whose stochastic nature can adequately be accounted for
201by means of a Monte Carlo algorithm [28]. These processes are
202responsible of the change in the trajectory of the incoming ions
203as a result of angular deflections. Also, elastic scattering contrib-
204utes to the energy loss at low energies.
205The fragmentation reactions between the incoming proton and
206the target are also considered in the SEICS code to determine the
207depth-dose distribution. Our model considers the attenuation of
208the primary proton flux with the depth according to the ICRU data
209[29] for the total fragmentation nuclear cross sections, and a local
210energy deposition of a fraction of the residual energy of the sec-
211ondary products. This approach is valid in the case of proton
212beams, where target fragments are generated with low energies,
213having an energy deposition close to the ion track and with small
214influence in the beam width [30]. The effects of nuclear
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215 interactions are more pronounced with increasing proton energies,
216 giving a decrease in the Bragg peak amplitude. At projectile ener-
217 gies of several hundred of MeV/u it is indispensable to include frag-
218 mentation reactions to obtain accurate values of the depth-dose
219 distributions.
220 As stated in the previous paragraphs, the simulation code SEICS
221 describes realistically all the interactions between the incoming
222 projectile and the target, whose electronic excitation spectrum is
223 properly taken into account by the MELF–GOS model. This proce-
224 dure allows accurate simulations of the dose profile, the energy
225 distribution and the widening of the beam as a function of the
226 depth.

227 3. Results and discussion

228 When an initially monoenergetic proton pencil beam directed
229 along the z-axis interacts with a biological target, a degradation
230 of the proton energy occurs due mainly to inelastic collisions,
231 and a broadening of the beam takes place due to the multiple elas-
232 tic scattering. Therefore, knowledge of the Bragg curve is not suffi-
233 cient, and three-dimensional dose distributions are necessary for
234 accurate treatment planning in hadron therapy. Here we present
235 results obtained with the simulation code SEICS regarding the dose
236 distributions of pencil proton beams in liquid water, making spe-
237 cial emphasis in their lateral spread due to multiple elastic
238 scattering.
239 The three-dimensional distribution of deposited energy along
240 the projectile track can be described through the lateral dose
241 distribution U(z,r), i.e., the dose delivered in the target at each
242 depth z and at a given radial distance r perpendicular to the projec-
243 tile incident direction. Due to the azimuthal symmetry of the prob-
244 lem, the x and y directions are equivalent, therefore in order to
245 visualize the lateral dispersion of the dose we use the function

246 Uðz; xÞ ¼ UðzÞ Nðz;xÞ
NðzÞ , where U(z) is the total dose at a given depth z,

247 that is, the depth-dose curve. N(z,x) represents the number of par-
248 ticles at a given depth z and at a given lateral distance x, with N(z)
249 being the total number of projectiles at a depth z. Note that N(z) is
250 not constant, since the number of projectiles in the beam decreases
251 with the depth due to the stopping of particles and the fragmenta-
252 tion processes. In Fig. 1 we represent the lateral distribution of the
253 deposited dose for a 200 MeV proton beam in liquid water
254 obtained with the SEICS code. The larger concentration of depos-
255 ited energy takes place along the beam entrance axis. However,

256due to multiple elastic scattering there is a lateral spreading of
257the energy deposited which grows as the depth increases and
258reaches its maximum value around the Bragg peak. Because of this
259spread, the lateral dose presents two maxima along the initial pro-
260jectile direction (i.e., the z axis), one at the Bragg peak depth, where
261the depth-dose curve U(z) is maximum, and another one at the
262very beginning of the protons track, where all the particles are con-
263centrated in a small region because negligible elastic scattering has
264occurred. Therefore, it is very important to take into account the
265multiple elastic scattering of the proton beam, since it gives a
266non-negligible lateral spreading around the Bragg peak, which
267leads to the degradation of the Bragg peak position prediction.
268Since the lateral dose distribution depends directly on the radial
269distribution of particles along the beam path, it is very important
270to know the radial aperture of the beam, represented by the
271root mean square radius rrms of the beam particles,
272hr2i1=2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hx2i þ hy2i

p
, as a function of the depth z. As the SEICS

273code follows the trajectories of the protons through the target, it
274is possible to know their root mean square radius hr2i1=2, which
275indicates how much the incident particles scatter in a material.
276In Fig. 2 we show by solid lines hr2i1=2 for protons in liquid water
277as a function of the depth z at energies of 180 and 215 MeV. A
278detailed comparison of our results with experimental data (sym-
279bols) [1] as well as with an analytical model (dashed line) [30]
280shows a rather good agreement. The discrepancies appearing at
281215 MeV between the experimental data and the theoretical and
282simulated results at large depths can be understood because the
283energies used in the calculations were estimated from experiments
284[1] using the maximum ion range [30]. Also, the propagation of
285long-range secondary particles emerging from nuclear fragmenta-
286tion reactions could contribute to the experimental lateral spread
287at large ranges.
288It should be noted that, although the rrms depends on the path
289traversed in the medium, on the atomic weight of the target and
290on the charge and energy of the incident projectiles, our simula-
291tions find that the quotient between the rrms at the Bragg peak

292depth, hr2i1=2
Bragg peak, and the Bragg peak depth, zBragg peak, is always

Fig. 1. Lateral distribution of the dose deposited in liquid water U(z,x) by a
200 MeV proton beam, as a function of the depth z and the lateral distance x from
the initial beam direction.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Root mean square radius hr2i1=2 of a proton beam in liquid water, as a
function of the depth, at incident energies of (a) 180 MeV and (b) 215 MeV. The
solid lines correspond to the results obtained with the SEICS code. A comparison
with experimental data [1] (symbols) and with an analytical model [30] (dashed
lines) is presented.
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293 around 3%, independently of the initial proton energy, in the range
294 from 5 to 250 MeV. For example, for a typical proton beam of
295 100 MeV used in hadron therapy, the spread of the beam at the
296 Bragg peak is around 2 mm, whereas at 200 MeV it increases until
297 around 7 mm.
298 In the same proton energy range (5–250 MeV), our simulations
299 predict that hr2i1=2 increases with the depth following a parabolic
300 dependence and suddenly falls down at the distal part of the Bragg
301 peak. This behavior is due to the fact that only a few projectiles tra-
302 vel in almost straight line to reach these deeper regions, whereas
303 most of the projectiles, that undergo multiple elastic collisions,
304 deviate from their initial direction and stop at lower depths [31].
305 As the simulation of the radial dose distribution for each proton
306 energy is very time consuming, it should be desirable to have an
307 approximate analytical expression to provide the lateral spreading
308 of the beam as a function of the depth. We have found that the root
309 mean square radius hr2i1=2 of the beam as a function of the depth z
310 is reasonably well fitted by the parabolic function.
311

hr2i1=2 ¼ C1zþ C2z2: ð4Þ313313

314 The coefficients C1 and C2 are obtained from simulations at sev-
315 eral proton energies in liquid water and depicted by symbols in
316 Fig. 3. These coefficients follow a linear relation with the proton
317 energy E in a log–log scale, which leads to the expression.
318

Ci ¼ biEðMeVÞai ; ð5Þ320320

321 where ai and bi are given in Table 1. This parameterization allows
322 knowing hr2i1=2 for protons in liquid water as a function of the depth
323 easily for any proton initial energy.

3244. Summary and conclusions

325We have simulated the three-dimensional lateral spread of the
326deposited dose of proton beams in liquid water by means of the
327SEICS code, which includes inelastic energy losses, energy-loss
328straggling, multiple elastic scattering, electron charge-exchange
329and nuclear fragmentation interactions. We find that the rrms of
330the particle radial distribution at the Bragg peak depth divided
331by the Bragg peak depth is independent of the proton energy and
332has a value around 3%. We also obtain that rrms grows with the
333depth following a parabola, for all the incident energy range ana-
334lyzed (5–250 MeV). A parameterization of rrms as a function of
335the penetration depth and the initial proton energy has been per-
336formed, allowing a fast calculation of rrms at any proton energy
337and depth in liquid water. A comparison of rrms with experimental
338data and with other analytical models shows good agreement. The
339multiple elastic scattering results in the lateral spread of the pro-
340ton dose distribution, being one of the main causes of the spatial
341degradation of the Bragg peak, with the subsequent loss of preci-
342sion required for a successful oncological treatment planning.
343Therefore, a careful characterization of the lateral spread of the
344dose deposited in biotarget is of importance for improving the
345accuracy of clinical treatment planning in hadron therapy.
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indistinguishable from the solid line.

Table 1
Parameters ai and bi appearing in the energy dependence of the coefficients C1 and C2,
Eq. (5), used to fit the parabolic behavior of the root mean square radius as a function
of the depth, Eq. (4).

i ai bi

1 �0.058 ± 0.008 (9.39 ± 0.14) � 10–3

2 �1.868 ± 0.010 (1.56 ± 0.03) � 10–3

Q3

Q4
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